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Abstract. The Ehrenfest relations in quantum mechanics maintain that the
acceleration of the mean position of a particle in configuration space
equals the expectation of the force acting on the particle. The proof of
this equality depends on the form of the position and momentum operators.
In this paper we assume that the position of this particle can be
represented as a stochastic process and using a symmetric definition of the
derivative within the expectation, it is demonstrated that the acceleration
of the mean equals the expectation of the mean acceleration operator
commonly found in stochastic mechanics. The subsequent requirement that
this mean acceleration equals the force for every possible position of the
particle reproduces the stochastic analog of the Newton equation introduced
by Nelson in the theory of stochastic quantization.
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I.INTRODUCTI ON

In recent years the stochastic quantization method has been

intensively investigated in the context of statistical mechanics, '''

field theory, ' relativity and inverse problems providing an

alternative interpretation of established quantum mechanical theory while

finding many applications in mathematical physics. At the heart of this

analysis is the result that it is possible to find a stochastic process

satisfying a stochastic differential equation (of the diffusion type) such

that its associated probability density is precisely the normalized

absolute square of the wave function. The position of the system in

configuration space may then be represented by this stochastic variable

allowing the quantization process to be interpreted in terms of properties

of stochastic processes.

The stochastic differential equation associated with the quantized

Hamiltonian system can be constructed by means of an invariance principle

which is a stochastic analog of the Lagrangian formulation. This method

is perhaps more intuitive than the more historical stochastic analog of

g

Newton's equation which is the focus of this paper. We briefly review

the latter approach which uses a forward and a backward mean velocity

operator for the stochastic process and defines its mean acceleration as a

symmetric combination of velocity operators. One can show that the

probability density of the stochastic process whose mean acceleration

equals the force experienced in a particular position can be calculated

from the Schrddinger equation.

In quantum mechanics a result similar to the stochastic Newton

equation maintains that the acceleration of the mean position of the

particle equals the mean force exerted on the particle. These equations

are known under the name of the Ehrenfest relations and are formulated



in terms of the position and velocity operators on Hilbert space. In this

paper we show that under certain conditions it is possible to obtain the

stochastic Newton equation assuming a-priorl that the Ehrenfest relations

are valid for a stochastic process representing the position of a particle

in configuration space.

The next Section briefly reviews stochastic quantization by means of

the stochastic Newton equation and introduces the Ehrenfest relations for

comparison. In the third Section the relation between the stochastic

Newton equation and the Ehrenfest relations is discussed while the last

Section contains a summary and our conclusions.

I I.STOCHASTIC MECHANICS

Q

Following Nelson, the forward and backward mean velocity and mean

acceleration are introduced for the stochastic process representing the

position of a particle in configuration space. We outline the proof of

the result that the Schrodinger equation is equivalent to the statement

that the mean acceleration equals the force and a comparison is made with

the Ehrenfest relations in quantum mechanics.

Let x(s) be a N dimensional stochastic process satisfying the equation

dx(s) = b[x(s),s]ds + crdw(s), where b = b[x,s] is the drift term and where

a - ti/m is the diffusion constant (ti being Planck's constant divided by

lit). The process also satisfies the stochastic equation

dx(s) = b [x(s),s]ds + crdw (s), which is equivalent to the first equation

but evolves backward in time. The Wiener processes w(s) and w (s) are

independently distributed so that the probability density p[x,s]

simultaneously satisfies the forward and backward Fokker Planck
9,11

equations:



2 2
-7(b[x,s]p[x,s]) +f-.~^[x,s] (l.a)

2 2
f#>[x.s] - -V(b*[x,s]p[x,B]> - J-.^tx.s] (l.b)

3x

Subtracting (l.a) from (l.b) it is easy to see that the backward drift b

is related to the drift term b via the probability density p[x,s]:

b[x,s] -b*[x,s] +- 2^fj-. (2)

Define the following operations on the stochastic process x(s):

As

As

l i m
•* 0

l i m
-> 0

(3)

so for instance D [x(s)] = b[x(s),s] and D"[x(s)] = b [x(s),s]. Since the

stochastic variable x(s) corresponds to the position of a particle in

configuration space, the operators D (x(s)) and D (x(s)) represent the

respective forward and backward mean velocities starting in position x(s).

Subsequently the symmetric average -̂-[D D + D D ](x(s)) is interpreted as

the associated average acceleration and if it is now required that this

mean acceleration is related to the force:

D"D+](x(s)) = F(^(S)) - - i |^V(x(s)), (4)

V being the potential, then it can be shown that the probability density

p[x.,s] for the stochastic variable x(s) is given by |\6[x,s]| where rp



satisfies the Schrodinger equation:9'11

| ^ | ^ ,s]. (5)

Note that the average acceleration on the lefthand side in (4) is che

symmetric mean derivative of the involved drifts. Obviously equation (4)

is a stochastic analog to Newton's equation and may be easily shown to

reduce to Newton's equation if a approaches zero. Nonetheless, equation

(4) has not been found to be intuitively obvious and efforts have been made

to devise an invariance principle which will produce it as a consequence.

The proof of this result uses equation (2) and the symmetric equation

for the drifts obtained from equation (4). Substituting

2 * 2
b = a /2 [VR + VS], b = a /2 [VS - VR] into these equations yields the

R + iS
Schrodinger equation (5) for V> = e where in addition it is found that

g

the forward drift is related to the wave function ij>:

b[x>s] = R e p ^ l l l + r
7f[*'S]1 . (6)

In quantum mechanics the Ehrenfest relations relate the mean

acceleration and force in a similar way. Let the operators x and p be

associated with position and momentum vis a vis the wave function residing

in Hilbert space, then upon substitution it is easy to see that:

d ^.A. _r . d ..A. _f F(x)l
dT E l x ] = E[p]' dt E [ p ] " E[ m J 'dT E l x ] = E [ p ]' dt

or

= E
dt

(8)

where of course the proof employs the specific form of the operators x and

p. In the following Section we will suggest a relationship between



equation (8) and equation (4).

111.EHRENFEST RELAT IONS AND STOCHASTIC MECHANICS

Because of the similarity between the stochastic Newton equation and

the Ehrsnfest relations one may be tempted to calculate an expression like

equation (8) for the case that x is not a quantum mechanical operator but a

stochastic process x(s). Upon substitution, however, the second derivative

of E[x(s)] for the stochastic process x(s) satisfying the stochastic

differential equation
2

3

dx(s) - b[x(s),s]ds + c7dw(s) becomes

E[-~—b + b—b + a —^b] which bears no relationship to the stochastic
dt dx g^

acceleration introduced in equation (4) (use (l.a) for the calculation).

This can be remedied by requiring a symmetric differentiation procedure

vhich together with an an additional argument will allow us to reproduce

equation (4).

In the differentiation of the expression E[x(s)] with respect to time

we employ in the limit operation the differential

E[x(t+(A/2)) - x(t-(A/2))] rather than the one-sided definition employed

above. Then

lim + E
As -» 0

x(s+(A/2))-x(s)1 + I" x(s)-x(s-(A/2)) x(s)

= E
b[x(s),s] + b [x(s),s] x(s)J (9)

so that both forward and backward derivative enter. If it is now required

that the particle actually travels through point x(s) at time s the



probability density for x(s) at time s becomes a deltafunction 6(x - x(s))

and (9) reduces to:

b*[x(s),s]) (10)

hence we obtained an expression for the average velocity of the particle as

it travels through point x(s) at time s.

Similarly, to obtain the acceleration of the particle at point x(s) we

repeat this symmetric differentiation procedure on the lefthand side of (9)

to find:

d

dsS
lim E

As-> 0

b[x(s+(A/2),s+(A/2)]-b[x (s),sn

b[x(s),s]-b[x(s-(A/2),s-(A/2)]'
A

x(s) (11)

hk* • V> • h»k» * " V • » & • 4?

which can be found using equations (l.a) and (l.b). The cross terms b^—b

and b ^—b can be eliminated by means of equation (2) since

— E EJ(b*+tT2Vlogp)|^b (b-a Vlog/9)^b x(s)

(12)

= E



by partial integration. Then equation (11) becomes

2 [ rn 2 2 2
—xE[x(s)] = E E s-<T-b + T-b + b ^-b + b^-b + g-(—7b - —^b
as L 3x 9x

D'D+)(x(s))

x(s)

(13)

Again, if the particle travels through point x(s) at time s the probability

density of the position reduces to the associated deltafunction so that the

expectation (13) reduces to the expression on the lefthand side of equation

(4). Finally, if the force acting on the particle travelling through x(s)

at time s is required to equal F(x(s))/m, then equation (4) has been

reproduced.

IV.CONCLUSIONS

The procedure above shows that the mean velocity and the mean

acceleration of a particle at a point x(s) can be obtained from the

stochastic model by applying symmetric derivatives within the expectation

which is then evaluated at the point x(s). At that location a particle

experiences a force F(x(s))/m and the subsequent equality implies the

stochastic Newton equation (4).

This principle of symmetric differentiation may be used to quantize

systems that can not be readily represented in the form of a Hamiltonian

system but are governed by differential equations. It could be applied for

instance to relativity since the motion of a relativistic particle follows

a geodesic which is determined by a differential equation containing

quadratic terms in the velocity. It can be shown that the method described

above can make sense of the terms involved in this case but we will leave

further analysis to future investigations. It would also be interesting to



see whether this approach can be generalized to stochastic differential

equations containing non-Gaussian noise.

Moreover, the result furthers the possibility of incorporating

fluctuations in general physical systems where the straightforward addition

of inhomogeneous random terms introduces non-physical effects, e.g. the

creation of energy, the non-conservation of particles etc. Stochastic

mechanics knows many conservation laws so that if a stochastic equation

is constructed from the physical system under consideration by means of the

method described above (the Markovian approximation ), these effects may

not occur. Though in this case the stochastic equations do not bear any

relation to quantum mechanics, the Schrodinger equation may of course be

employed to calculate the probability density associated with the process.

Consider, for instance, the diffusion of a particle through a gas

medium (diffusion constant a) moving under an external force F(x(s)) where

the position of the particle is given by x(s), a stochastic process. In

addition we assume that the exchange in energy between the medium and the

gas particle is conserved in the sense that the gas molecules absorb energy

from the particle and eventually return it by means of collisions. Taking

into consideration the conservation of energy it may be argued that the

correct stochastic differential equation for the position of the particle

is given by the solution of equation (4) rather than the solution of the

equation obtained by adding an inhomogeneous random term to Newton's

equation. In this case tha diffusion constant a is related to the

interaction between the particle and the medium. This argument is not

valid if the speed of the particle is substantially higher than that of the

surrounding gas particles since the diffusion then becomes non-isotropic

and velocity dependent.
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